Measuring Taper For Toolholders And Spindle Applications

Air gages can help a shop make sure that taper on a toolholder is not worn or inaccurate.
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The use of tapers has never been more important. Most toolholder designs use tapers because tapers provide good alignment and can be “locked” into position. In the manufacture of toolholders and spindles, the control of taper and size determines how well the machine can perform during its cutting cycle.

The two conditions most important in controlling taper are taper size and angle. Size is controlled by tolerance, and is, therefore, identical to a cylindrical ID or OD. Taper angle, on the other hand, can be controlled by at least three different factors: 1) included angle or angle per side; 2) taper per inch or per foot; 3) two diameters at specified datum locations.

Air gages effectively measure virtually all common types of dimensions and are particularly suited to checking such dimensional relationships. As an inspection tool, air gaging can measure many jobs more quickly, more conveniently and more accurately than other gaging methods. In the measurement of high precision hole conditions, for example, air gaging
Companies concerned about strict quality requirements regularly check toolholder tapers for wear or inaccuracy. Production workers do not require special training to use air gages to conduct these checks.

is unsurpassed for speed and accuracy. Also, when checking dimensional characteristics, air offers sufficient magnification and reliability to measure tolerances well beyond the scope of mechanical gages.

Also, air gaging is easy. Production workers do not require special training to use air gages. To check a hole, for instance, it is not necessary to develop skill in “rocking the gage” to find the true diameter: Merely insert the air plug in the hole, and read the meter. It is as simple as that.

How Air Gaging Works

Air gaging uses the principle of back pressure to determine the size of a measured part. According to the laws of physics, flow and pressure are directly proportional to clearance, and they react inversely to each other. Thus, the relationship between air pressure and the distance of a restriction (workpiece) to the air escape (jets) can be plotted on a graph. See line (a) as shown in Figure 1. As the distance between jets and work surface increases, the pressure decreases and the ratio becomes linear as represented by the straight section (b) in Figure 1. This straight portion of the curve can be accurately calibrated, and it represents the scale of the air gage.

For measuring taper in a production environment, few other methods can match the speed and performance of air, as multiple-circuit air jets can be placed in very small taper gages. Air taper gages are used throughout the process of machining, including:

- The inspection of new toolholders,
- the inspection of new spindles,
- the monitoring of used toolholders to ensure that they mate properly with the machine and
- the monitoring of the spindle to ensure that the toolholder is seating properly in the spindle.

Toolholders And Spindles

There are many types of standard toolholders, but the two most common
are the CAT-V and the HSK. The NMTB and CAT-V are very similar and most frequently used. NMTB/CAT-V toolholders are external tapers, typically available in common sizes: 30, 40, 45, 50 and 60 (but others exist), depending on the size and capabilities of the CNC machine. Recently the HSK-style toolholder has also become popular for its high performance in high speed machining applications. Tooling sizes 32, 40, 50, 80 and 100 are commonly specified (but again other sizes exist). These numbers define both the gage line diameter and length. Both NMTB and CAT-V typically use a 7:24 taper while HSK uses a shallow 1:10 taper.

There are many reasons for the popularity of these toolholders. One advantage is that they are not self-locking, but instead, are secured in the spindle by the drawbar—an arrangement that makes tool changes simple and fast. They are also economical, because the taper itself is relatively easy to produce, requiring precision machining of only one dimension—the taper angle.

The toolholders must properly position the cutting tool relative to the spindle and, when secured in place, must rigidly maintain that relationship. The accuracy of the tapered surfaces on both the toolholder and the spindle is, therefore, critical.

If the toolholder’s rate of taper is too great, there will be excessive clearance between the two surfaces at the small end of the taper. If the rate of taper is too small, there will be excessive clearance at the large end. Either situation can reduce the rigidity of the connection and cause
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**Reading The Differential Taper**

Upper set of air jets and lower set of air jets in air ring see the same back pressure. Meter reads zero.

Upper set of jets see more back pressure than lower set. Meter indicates larger taper angle.

Lower set of jets see more back pressure than upper set. Meter indicates smaller taper angle.
tool runout, which may show up on the workpiece as geometry and/or surface finish error. Taper errors may also affect the amount of clearance between the flange on the tooling and the face of the spindle, creating errors of axial positioning.

**Three Types Of Air Tools**

As the demands for precision machining and high speeds increase, manufacturing tolerances on spindle and toolholder tapers have gotten tighter. Nevertheless, both components are still subject to manufacturing inaccuracies and wear. In response, some companies with very high accuracy, quality and throughput requirements—particularly in the aerospace and medical fields as well as some automotive suppliers—regularly check the accuracy of toolholder tapers and the spindles of the machines using the toolholders. This is usually done with differential air gaging, which combines the necessary high resolution and accuracy with the speed, ease of use and ruggedness required on the shop floor. The most common type of air gage taper tooling has two pairs of jets on opposing air circuits and is designed for a “jam fit” between the part and the tool.

Jam-fit tooling does not measure part diameters, as such. Rather, it displays the diametrical difference at two points on the workpiece, as compared to the same two points on the master (see Figure 2). If the difference in diameter at the large end of the taper is greater than the difference in diameter at the small end, the upper jets will see more back pressure than the lower jets. This will reflect negative taper, or a larger taper angle. If the diameter difference at the small end is greater than the difference at the large end, the gage will read positive taper, or a smaller taper angle.

However, because a differential air meter displays diametrical differences only, it will not display the part’s diameter at either location. So, while this type of air tooling provides a good indication of taper wear and allows us to predict a loss of rigidity in the connection, it does not tell us anything about the tool’s axial positioning accuracy.

For that, we need a “clearance-style” air tool. The tool cavity is sized to accept the entire toolholder taper, while the toolholder’s flange is referenced against the top surface of the tool. This makes it possible
With a “clearance-style” air plug, the air plug is designed to fit the machine’s spindle with clearance between the plug and the spindle walls. At the same time, the air plug’s flange is referenced against the top surface of the spindle. This makes it possible to measure diameters at known heights.

to measure diameters at known heights (in addition to the change in clearance, as with the jam-fit type). An additional set of jets may be added, as shown in Figure 3, to inspect for bell-mouth and barrel-shape, two more conditions that reduce the contact area between the toolholder and the spindle.

There is a third type of air taper gage, which is a cross between the styles mentioned above. This is called a “simultaneous fit” taper gage. It is basically a jam-fit tool with an indicator that references on the face of the mating flange of the toolholder. This indicates how far the toolholder reaches into the spindle. So, while the air gage provides a reading of the taper angle, the indicator provides an indication of the size of the diameters. When measuring a tapered toolholder, if the taper diameter is too large, it will not go far enough into the gage. If the diameter is too small, it will drop further into the gage.

Given a basic understanding of how an air gage works, these types of tooling are easy to use. Mastering is simply a matter of inserting the taper master and adjusting the zero. Measuring is even easier: Just insert the part and take the reading. However, care is required, especially when handling heavy toolholders. Although air tooling is sturdy, it can be damaged.

Mastering Taper Gages

Air gages for taper tooling require taper masters. Toolholders are of particular interest, because the accuracy of the taper affects the quality of the parts manufactured with these toolholders. According to ANSI standard B5.10, V-flange toolholders are built with a specified rate of taper of 3 ½ inches per foot, +0.001/-0.000 inch. ISO standard 1947 defines a number of taper grades and establishes different tolerances depending upon both grade and taper length.

Regardless of which standard is followed, it is necessary to master the gage before it can be used to measure parts. The taper master is typically a more precise version of the part, but before it can be used to master the gage, it must be certified. ANSI’s 0.001-inch per foot tolerance seems easy enough to achieve until you look at the complexity of the inspection process.
The taper master is typically a more precise version of the part feature, such as the tapered portion of toolholders.

First, most toolholders are much shorter than 1 foot, so most gages actually compare diameters that are just 3 or 4 inches apart. Considering the 3-inch example, the part has to meet a gaged tolerance of 0.00025 inch (that is, 0.001 inch ÷ 4). Using a common 10:1 gaging rule of thumb ratio, the gage master should be accurate to 25 microinches, and the gage should resolve to the same amount.

To certify the master—again using the 10:1 ratio—will require a gaging system that has better performance than 2.5 microinches. This is easy to accomplish. A controlled laboratory environment is essential to achieve that level of accuracy. Certifying the master roughly replicates the production measurement process. The diameter of the master is measured at two known heights, and the slope or angle is calculated from the results.

Essential Considerations

The more you know more about your machining processes the better your tooling and spindles will likely perform. Air gaging can help fulfill that need. When specifying a taper requirement, always consider:

■ What is to be measured:
  - Taper angle?
  - Diameters at certain locations?
  - Taper and diameter?
■ The length of the taper and possible location for sensing points.
■ If the gage should be portable or bench-mounted.
  ■ What the operator needs for a readout.
  ■ Simple jam-fit designs provide measurement of taper angle.
  ■ The addition of an indicator provides indication of taper diameter.
  ■ A shoulder-style gage allows for independent circuits for taper and diameter measurement.
  ■ A third air circuit can help determine if the sides of a taper are straight.
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